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ABSTRACT 
The main aim of this paper is to examine the applicability of generalized inverses 
to a wide variety of problems in applied probability where a Markov chain is present 
either directly or indirectly through some form of imbedding. By characterizing all 
generalized inverses of I - P, where P is the transition matrix of a finite irreducible 
discrete time Markov chain, we are able to obtain general procedures for finding 
stationary distributions, moments of the first passage time distributions, and asymp 
totic forms for the moments of the occupation-time random variables. It is shown that 
all known explicit methods for examining these problems can be expressed in this 
generalized inverse framework. More generally, in the context of a Markov renewal 
process setting the aforementioned problems are also examined using generalized 
inverses of I - P. As a special case, Markov chains in continuous time are considered, 
and we show that the generalized inverse technique can be applied directly to the 
infinitesimal generator of the process, instead of to I - P, where P is the transition 
matrix of the discrete time jump Markov chain. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In many stochastic modeling situations a Markov chain in discrete time is 
often present, either directly or indirectly through some form of imbedding. 
The most general framework that has been devised for handling such situa- 
tions is the concept of a Markov renewal process together with its associated 
semi-Markov process. Invariably, in an attempt to extract information con- 
cerning the behavior of such processes (either for the Markov chain in 
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discrete time or for the more general continuous time process), we are 
interested in obtaining: (a) stationary distributions, (b) expressions for the 
moments of the first passage time distributions, and (c) asymptotic forms for 
the expected number of visits to each state (occupation time random variables 
in the Markov chain setting or, more generally, the Markov renewal counting 
random variables). 
In Section 2 we discuss these three general problem areas and show that 
they are all intimately related to the form and structure of P, the transition 
matrix of the imbedded discrete time Markov chain. 
Quite often, once some preliminary analysis has been carried out, we find 
that the properties of interest can be obtained by solving a system of linear 
equations involving P, or more particularly Z - P where Z is the identity 
matrix. One condition generalized inverses (commonly called g-inverses) are 
shown, in Section 3, to be extremely useful in handling such types of 
equations. Although g-inverses are not necessarily unique we are able to 
characterize all g-inverses of Z - P when P is finite and irreducible. 
In the remaining three sections of the paper the problems (a), (b) and (c) 
mentioned above are investigated for Markov chains in discrete time, Markov 
renewal processes (or the associated semi-Markov process), and Markov 
chains in continuous time. In this last process, a special Markov renewal 
process, the stochastic behavior is governed by an infinitesimal generator Q, 
and we show that the generalized-inverse technique can be applied directly to 
Q instead of to Z - P, where P is the transition matrix of the imbedded 
discrete time “jump” chain. 
No numerical or computational studies have been carried out using the 
methods presented, but there are some compelling reasons why the proce- 
dures given in the paper should prove to be useful. Firstly, many computer 
subroutines for producing generalized inverses are now available, and since 
many of the techniques developed herein require no special form for the 
generalized inverse, any such package can be used without any modification. 
Secondly, if some additional information is known concerning the structure of 
the generalized inverse in the subroutine, the solution of the problem at hand 
may be considerably simplified. Furthermore, any known explicit methods for 
solving these problems that have already appeared in the literature can be 
expressed in the framework presented in this paper. It is the universality of 
the results presented herein that should prove to be valuable. 
2. MODELS AND PROBLEMS OF INTEREST 
2.1. Markov Chains in Discrete Time 
Let {X,} (n 2 0) be a discrete time, finite, homogeneous Markov chain 
with state space S taken to be { 1,2,. . . , m}. Let P = [ pii] be the transition 
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matrix of the chain, which, for the rest of the paper, will be assumed to be 
irreducible. We make no assumption whether the Markov chain is aperiodic 
or periodic, and the analysis presented covers both of these cases. 
It is well known (Feller [6], Kemeny and Snell [lo]) that for such chains a 
stationary (or invariant) probability distribution { 7ri} (i = 1,2,. . . , m) exists, is 
unique, and satisfies the equations 
m 111 
TV = x rip,, and (2.1) 
i=l 
Furthermore ri > 0 for each i = 1,2,. . . ,m. 
If ~‘=(T,,v~,...,T~) and e’=(l,l,..., l), Equation (2.1) can be ex- 
pressed as 
d( I - P) = 0’ subject to &e = 1. (2.2) 
Thus the stationary probability vector T’ can be determined by solving a 
constrained system of linear equations involving Z - P, a singular matrix. We 
examine general procedures for solving such a system in Section 3.2 and apply 
these procedures to the problem at hand in Section 4.1. 
Let Tii be the number of trials for a first passage from state i to state i 
(first return if i = j), i.e., 
Under the assumption of irreducibility for finite chains, the Zii are proper 
random variables, the moments ml;) E ET,; are well defined and finite for all 
i, Jo S (cf. Theorem 13.4.1 of Neuts [15]). Furthermore, the mean first 
passage time from state i to state i, mii = ml:), satisfies the equation 
“ii = Pij + 2 Pik( mki + ‘> 
k#i 
=l+ I? Pikmkj (i, iCS). (2.3) 
k#j 
If we use the notation M = [mii], M, = [8iimii], and E = [l] (i.e., all the 
elements of E are unity), the equations (2.3) can be expressed as 
(I-P)A~=E-PM,. (2.4) 
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Once again we have a system of linear equations involving the matrix 
I - P. As we shall see (Section 3.2), when we solve such equations involving 
singular matrices there is some arbitrariness in the solution. However, the 
right hand side of Equation (2.4) involves M,, which can be determined in 
terms of CT’, and this turns out to be sufficient to enable us to obtain an 
explicit solution for M. In fact it is well known (Feller [6], Kemeny and Snell 
[lo]) that if sr’=(~i,~s,..., T,,,) is the stationary probability vector, then 
mii = l/r+ and thus if lI = esr’, 
M, = (II,)-‘. (2.5) 
General solutions to Equation (2.4) are discussed in Section 5.1. 
It is also possible to derive expressions for the matrices of higher moments 
Mck) = [m$:)]. Since a Markov chain is a special Markov renewal process, 
such problems can be considered in the more general Markov renewal setting. 
Let M&r) be the number of k (0 G k G n) and Nij”) be the number of k 
(1~ k d n) such that X, = i given X, = i. Thus MirV) = N$“) + a,,, and these 
random variables record the number of visits the Markov chain makes to state 
i by trial n, with Ml!!!) recording the initial occurrence at the zeroth time if 
i = i. There is no standard terminology for distinguishing between these 
random variables. We shall call M!,“) the occupancy time random variable and 
$‘) the modified occupancy time random variable. 
If pi:) is the k step transition probability from state i to state j (pi:) = a,,, 
p!!) = p..) and if Pck) = [pi;)], then P 
t;minoYogy it is easily seen that 
(k) = Pk (k 2 l), P(O) = 1. With this 
EM$” = i pi,!) and EN$") = $ p&!), (2.6) 
k=O k=l 
and that 
[EM(;)] = i pk and [E~Y)] = i pk. 
k=O k=l 
(2.7) 
We shall show in Section 6.1 that we can utilize generalized inverses of 
Z - P to obtain a variety of expressions for [EM{;)] and [ EN,$“)]. 
2.2 Markov Renewal Processes and Semi-Markov Processes 
Let {(X,,T)) (n 2 0) be a Markov renewal process with state space 
S={l,2,..., m} and semi-Markov kernel Q(t) = [Qii(t)], where 
Qii(t)=P{X,+l=i, T,+,-T,G~IX,=~}, i, /ES. 
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The terminology used above is that which was introduced by Cinlar [4]. 
For a descriptive definition see Hunter [B]. One way of visualizing a Markov 
renewal process is to interpret X, as the state the stochastic process is in 
following the nth transition and T,, as the time that the nth transition occurs 
(0 = To =z Tl < T2 < . . . ). 
One pertinent observation is that the transitions are governed by a 
discrete time Markov chain {X,} with transition matrix P = [ pii] = 
[Qii( + m)]. Given that the (n + 1)th transition takes the process from state i 
to state i, the time between transitions is governed by a distribution function 
Thus, provided pii > 0, we have Qii(t) = piiFij(t). [If pij = 0, then Qii(t) = 0 
for all t and F,/(t) may be arbitrarily defined, say F,,(t) = 1 for t > 0.1 
Let Hi(t)=P[Tn+,- T,, G t 1 X, = i] be the distribution function of the 
time until the next transition given that the process has just entered state i. 
Then 
We shall use the following notation: 
Thus 
For convenience we write $&) = pii, n(i) = vii, and p(l) = pi. 
As in Section 2.1, we shall assume that the imbedded Markov chain {X,} 
is irreducible and thus has a stationary probability vector ‘IT’. 
Let Ti be the time for a first passage from state i to state i to take place in 
the Markov renewal process, and let G,,( t ) be the distribution function of qi. 
If Tn’,f’=jomtkdGi,(t) with rn{i)=mji, then it can be shown [Hunter [B, 
Lemma 2.11 that for r 2 1 
(2.8) 
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so that if MC’) = [m$i)] and PC”) = [p(i)], 
r-1 
Observe that when the Markov renewal process {(X,, T,)} degenerates to a 
ww=s2~(;) 
pW[&p’ - &fy] + P(‘)E - p@o 
In particular, when r = 1, if we take M(l) = M, we have 
(I-P)M=P”‘E-PM,. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Markov chain {X,} by taking T, = n for all n, pij = pii and pLi = 1. For such a 
case Equation (2.10) becomes Equation (2.4). Consequently any general 
technique to solve (2.4) can be applied to the more general equation (2.10). 
Such a procedure is examined in Section 5.2. 
For each fixed iE S the instants T,, for which X, = i form a possibly 
delayed renewal process. In particular, if we let N, = sup{n 2 01 T, G t} and 
Ni(t) = [number of n (0~ n =Z N,) such that X, = i], then the vector 
{Wt),N,(t),.*., N,(t)} forms the Markov renewal counting process. If we 
are given that X, = i then we can define Nii(t) = N/(t). Consequently the 
random variables A$(t) are analogous to the occupation time random varia- 
bles in the Markov chain setting. 
Let M,,(t) = E[Nii(t)] = E[A$(t)lX, = i] and M(t) = [M,&t)]. This ma- 
trix function is also called the Markov renewal kernel and can be expressed in 
terms of semi-Markov kernel (Cinlar [4]). In particular 
M(t) = [ ~,QW)]> 
where 
fP{X,,=i,T,Gt)X,,=i} (nal>, 
@?@)= 2 J’Q:r-‘)(t-y)dQik(y) (n>2), 
kES 0 
with Q!f’( t ) = Qii( t). 
In [8] it was shown that 
(2.11) 
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or in terms of matrices 
M(t)=tE(M,)-‘+~E[(M,)-‘]2M$2)-M(M,)-1+o(l)E. (2.12) 
By utilizing general expressions for M and Mi2’ which we deduce in Section 
5.2, we derive a collection of simple expressions for Equation (2.12) in Section 
6.2. 
Associated with a Markov renewal process {(X,, T,,)} is its minimal 
semi-Markov process {Y,} (t > 0), defined as 
Y,=X, for T,Gt<T,,+l 
(where, since {X,} is assumed to be an irreducible Markov chain, sup,, T,, = 
+ 00). Thus Y, may be regarded as the state that the Markov renewal process 
is in at time t. 
If {X,} is irreducible and {(X,, T,)} is aperiodic, pLi < cc for all i E S, 
then it can be shown (Cinlar [4]) that if u’ = (v,, v2,. . . , v,) where 
then 
where w’ is the stationary probability vector of the imbedded Markov chain, 
A = diag(pi, p2,. . . , pm), and P’=(P~,P~,..., p,,,). Thus the limiting distri- 
bution of the semi-Markov process can be found easily once V’ is known. 
2.3. Markov Chains in Continuous Time 
When the semi-Markov kernel Q(t) has the form 
Qii(t)=pii[l-ee-“it], i, j=1,2 ,***> 771, tao (2.14) 
with pii = 0, then the semi-Markov process Y, associated with this kernel is a 
Markov process, or more specifically a Markov chain in continuous time. We 
shall also assume that 0 < hi < co, so that the process is stable and regular. 
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In the terminology of Section 2.2 we have that 
qi( t ) = 1- eChgt, i#i, t>O, 
implying that for i, ffS={l,2 ,..., m}, 
Although the properties of the process are determined by the semi-Markov 
kernel, it is traditional to use the infinitesimal generator of the process when 
examining such processes. Cinlar [4] shows that knowledge of Q( t ) as given 
by the Equations (2.14) is equivalent to knowledge of the infinitesimal 
generator Q = [9ii]. In particular 
i 
-Ai, i=i, 
9ii= Xipii, i#i. 
Conversely, Xi = - 9ii and 
1 0, i = i, Pii = -qjj/qii> iii. 
Observe that qij 2 0 for i # i, that 9ii < 0, and that Z$i9ij = 0. From these 
relationships it is easy to see that 
Z-P=(QJlQ and A= -(Qd)-‘. (2.15) 
An interesting by-product of these results is that instead of using Equation 
(2.13) to find V’ via w’, the stationary probability vector of the irreducible 
imbedded Markov chain with transition matrix P, we can determine Y’ from 
the infinitesimal generator of the process by solving the equations 
w’Q = 0' subject to v’e = 1. (2.16) 
Because of the singularity of Q, Equation (2.15) lends itself to treatment 
using generalized inverses of Q. This approach is considered in Section 4.3. 
Expressions for the mean first passage times and the moments of the 
renewal counting random variables can be obtained from the relevant Markov 
renewal process results with an appropriate identification of parameters. 
Further discussion is presented in Sections 5.3 and 6.3. 
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3. GENERALIZED INVERSES 
3.1. Definitions 
In Section 2 we presented a variety of applied probability situations where 
we have a set of linear equations involving a singular matrix that we wish to 
solve. The simplest class of “equation solving generalized inverses” are the 
one condition generalized inverses, which we shall call g-inverses. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A g-inverse of a matrix A is any matrix A- such that 
AA-A = A. (3.1) 
Generalized inverses are in general not unique (unless A is nonsingular, in 
which case A- = A-‘). By imposing additional conditions we can in fact 
however end up with a unique generalized inverse. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The Moore-Penrose generalized inverse A+ of a matrix 
A is the (unique) matrix satisfying the conditions 
(i) AA+A = A, 
(ii) A+AA+ = A+, 
(iii) (AA+)‘= AA+, 
(iv) ( AtA)’ = AtA. 
We have made no statement concerning the order of the matrices, but if A 
is a rectangular m X n matrix, then any g-inverse A- must be of order n X m 
so that the matrix multiplications present in Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 are 
conformable. In the application areas we are concerned with, only square 
matrices of order m X m will arise, and for such matrices there is another class 
of g-inverses of interest. 
DEFINITION 3.3. If A is a square matrix, then the group inverse for A, if 
it exists, is defined to be the matrix A* which satisfies the conditions 
(i) AA#A= A, 
(ii) A*AA* = A*, 
(iii) AA# = A#A . 
If rank (A) = rank (A’) then a group inverse exists and it is unique. 
There is an extensive literature on generalized inverses, and any reader 
interested in getting some impression of the richness of the theory that has 
been developed should consult one of many books now available on 
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subject, for example, Ben-Israel and Greville [l], Boullion and Odell [2], and 
Campbell and Meyer [3] (this last reference contains an excellent chapter on 
applications of the group inverse to finite Markov chains). 
3.2. Solving Systems of Linear Equations 
The following theorem and its corollaries provide us with tools for 
attacking systems of linear equations. In all cases we assume that the matrix 
multiplications are well defined. 
THEOREM 3.1. A necessary and sufficient condition for the equation 
AXB = C to have a solution is that AKCB-B = C (the condition for 
consistency), where A- is any g-inverse of A, and B- is any g-inverse of B. If 
this consistency condition is satisfied, the general solution is given by one of 
the two equivalent fnms: either 
X=A-CB-+W-A-AWBB-, 
where W is an arbitrary matrix, or 
X= A-CB- +(I- A-A)U+V(Z- BB-), 
(3.2) 
(3 -3) 
where U and V are arbitrary matrices. 
Proof. The necessity and sufficiency of the consistency conditions to- 
gether with Equation (3.2) can be found in Rao [16] (or Theorem 6.3.2 of 
Campbell and Meyer [3]). The equivalence of Equations (3.2) and (3.3) 
follows by taking W = (I - A -A)U + V( Z - BB- ), or conversely taking U = 
V=b(W+ A-AW+WBB-). n 
If I is an identity matrix, then I- = I, and from Theorem 3.1 we deduce 
immediately the following two corollaries. 
COROLLARY 3.1.1. A necessary and sufficient condition for the equation 
AX = C to be consistent is that AA-C = C, where A- is any g-inverse of A, 
in which case the general solution is given by 
X= A-C+(Z- A-A)U, (3.4) 
where U is an arbitrary matrix. 
COROLLARY 3.1.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for the equation 
XB = C to be consistent is that CB- B = C, where B- is any g-inverse of A, in 
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which cme the general solution is given by 
x=a- +V(I-m-), (3.5) 
where V is an arbitrary matrix. 
Since g-inverses are not unique, let us write A{ l} for the set of one 
condition g-inverses A- of A satisfying Equation (3.1). Thus if X E A{ l} then 
AXA = A. Suppose A- is a particular g-inverse of A; then since AA-AA-A 
= A, from Theorem 3.1 we can deduce that the equation AXA = A is 
consistent. The general solution of this equation then provides us with A{ l} 
given A -. In fact we have a variety of characterizations of A{ l} given a 
particular g-inverse of A. 
THEOREM 3.2. lf A- i.s any g-inverse of A, then all g-inverses of A can 
be characterized as members of the following equivalent sets: 
A(1) = {A-AA +W-A-AWAAJWarbitrary}, (3.6) 
A{l}={A-AA+(Z-A-A)U+V(Z-AA)(U,Varbitrary}, (3.7) 
A{l}={A-+H-A-AHAAIHarbitrary}, (3.8) 
A{l}=(A-+(I-A-A)F+G(I-AA)jF,Garbitrary}. (3.9) 
Proof. The characterizations (3.6) and (3.7) follow from Equations (3.2) 
and (3.3) with C = B = A and the equivalence already established in Theorem 
3.1. Furthermore, by taking W s H + A-, (3.6) and (3.8) are equivalent, as 
are (3.7) and (3.9) with U E F + &A- and V - G + iA_. n 
3.3. Generalized Inverses of I - P 
The following theorem provides us with a key result. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let P be the transition matrix of a finite irreducible 
discrete time Markov chain with stationary probability vector Q’. Let t and u’ 
be any vectors such that sr’t # 0 and u’e # 0. Then: 
(a) I - P Stu’ is nonsingular. 
(b) [I-P+tu’]-‘isag-invemeofZ-P. 
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Proof. (a): For any matrix X, 
det( X +tu’) = det( X) +u’(adj X)t. 
By taking X = Z - P, a singular matrix, we have 
det(Z- P+tu’)=u’[adj(Z- P)]t. (3.10) 
Furthermore [adj(Z - P)](Z - P) =(I - P)[adj(Z - P)] = det(Z - P)Z = 0, so 
that if A = adj(Z - P), then 
AP=PA=A. (3.11) 
If P is irreducible, then any matrix A satisfying Equation (3.11) is a multiple 
of II = es+, where ‘IT’ is the stationary probability vector of the Markov chain. 
Thus adj(Z - P) = kea’. 
NowifAisanmXmmatrixwitheigenvalues~L,,~.,,...,~mandif~,isa 
zero eigenvalue, then tr(adj A) = lJ&~j. Since P is irreducible, its eigenvahres 
h,,A A, s,..., are such that X, = 1 is the only eigenvalue equal to 1. Conse- 
quently tr(adj(Z - P)) = npz(l - hi) # 0. But tr(adj(Z - P)) = ktr(esr’) = k, 
and thus from equation (3.10), 
det(Z - P +tu’) = k(u’e)(T’t) # 0, 
establishing the required nonsingularity. 
(b): First observe that 
(I- P$_tu’)(Z- P$_tql=Z, 
so that 
(3.12) 
Now note, using Equation (2.2), that 
q’(Z-PPtu’)=a’(Z-P)+7r’tu’=(a’t)u’, 
and thus 
$ = U’(Z - P +td)? (3.13) 
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Substitution of the result of Equation (3.13) into Equation (3.12) gives 
(3.14) 
and hence that 
showing that (I - P + tu’)- ’ is a g-inverse of Z - P by virtue of Definition 3.1. 
n 
(Since this paper was written, the results of Theorem 3.3 have appeared in 
a paper by Kemeny [9] with a different proof. However, the g-inverse 
properties were not exploited.) 
Paige, Styan, and Wachter [16] developed a similar result in which they 
showed that Z - P +eu’ is nonsingular provided de # 0 and that its inverse is 
a g-inverse of I - P. This is, of course, a special case of Theorem 3.3 with 
t = e. Note that if q’ is unknown, then it is sufficient to take t as any 
nonnegative, nonzero vector. It is the generality of Theorem 3.3 that will 
prove useful in the applications to follow. 
COROLLARY 3.3.1. Under the conditions of the theorem, any g-inverse of 
I - P can be expressed by the following equivalent forms: 
~~[~_p+tu’]-‘+!&!+!C$ eu’Hta’ 
u’e (u’e)(n’t) ’ 
(3.15) 
where H is an arbitrary matrix; 
G= [I-P+td-‘+g+F, 
where F and G are arbitrary matrices. 
Proof. Using an approach similar to that used above, we have 
(3.16) 
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(I - P +tu’)e = (I - P)e+tu’e = (u’e)t, 
with (I - P)e = 0 due to the stochastic nature of P, implying that 
$=(I-P+tu’)-‘t, (3.17) 
and consequently that 
(I-P+td-‘(I-P)=Z-$. (3.18) 
If we use the characterizations (3.8) and (3.9), then Equations (3.15) and 
(3.16) follow by taking A = I - P, A- = (I - P + tu’)-1 and using Equations 
(3.14) and (3.18). W 
COROLLARY 3.3.2. Under the conditions of the theorem, any g-inverse of 
Z - P has the characterization 
G= [I-P+td]-‘+ef’+gd (3.19) 
for arbitrary f and g. 
Proof. Equations (3.16) and (3.19) are equivalent by taking F = ef’ and 
G = glr’, or conversely by taking 
f=u’F and g=s. 
u’e 
Similarly, Equations (3.15) and (3.19) are equivalent by taking H = ef’ + 
gsr’, or conversely by taking, for example, 
f’=$f and g= 1-g s. [ 1 n 
A variety of generalized inverses of Z - P have appeared in the literature. 
In the following corollary we exhibit their representation in terms of the 
characterization given by (3.19). 
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COROLLARY 3.3.3. Let P be the transition matrix of a finite irreducible 
Markov chain with stationary probability vector W’ and n E ew’. The follow- 
ing are all generalized inverses of I - P: 
(a) G,=[Z-P+II-‘. 
(b) G, = [I - P + eu’]-‘, provided u’e # 0. 
(c) G,=[Z-P+II-‘-II. 
(d) G, = [I - P + ame’]-1 - c&I, where a = (m~‘lr)-‘/~. 
(e) G,=[Z-PI-+fiadj(Z-P)forany(Z-P)-andP#O. 
(f) Zf 
P 
P= 
[ I ; pIm , 
then I - P has a g-inverse of the form 
(Z-p)- = 
[ 
(I-op”) -’ 
I 
i =[I-P+tu’]-‘+ef’, 
I 
where u’= (O’,l), t’= (O’,l), f’= -(p’(Z - PI,)-‘, 1). 
Proof. (a): G, follows by taking t = e, u = sr, f = 0, g = 0. G, was first 
recognized as a g-inverse of I - P by Hunter [8] and is known as the 
“fundamental matrix” of the irreducible transition matrix P (Kemeny and 
Snell [9]). [See Kemeny [9] for an alternative reexpression of G, in terms of 
the representation given by (3.19) for any prespecified t and u.] 
(b): As observed earlier, G, was identified as a g-inverse of Z - P by Paige, 
Styan, and Wachter [16]. 
(c): G, follows by taking t = e, u = sr, f = - II, g = 0, and is, in fact, the 
group inverse (I - P)# (see Definition 3.3), as first shown by Meyer [12] (see 
also Campbell and Meyer [3]). 
(d): G, follows by taking t = ?I, u = (Ye, f = - (Y’TI, g = 0, and was shown 
by Paige, Styan, and Wachter [16] to be the Moore-Penrose generalized 
inverse (I - P)’ of I - P (see Definition 3.2). 
(e): From the proof of the nonsingularity of I - P +tu’ we saw that 
adj(Z-P)=kelr’withk#O. 
(0: 
I-P+tu’= 
[ 
z-p11 
-P’ 2qJ = [ t:: ::]y 
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where t’ = u’ = (0’, 1). Since Ir’t = v,,, > 0 and u’e = 1, Z - P + tu’ is nonsingu- 
lar, and from the results concerning inverses of partitioned matrices, 
[Z-p+tu’]-L ;I1 ;I, ) [ 1 21 22 
where 
B,=(A22-A2,A,1A12)-1=1, 
B,, = - B,,A,,A,’ =/3’(Z - PI1)-l, 
B,, = - A,lA,,Z3,, = (I- PJix, 
B,, = A,’ - A;1A,2B21 = ( Z - pJ’+(z- PJ’@(I- P,Jl. 
In determining these expressions we have made use of the fact that 
(I-P)e=O, so that 1-p,,=p ‘e and (I - P,, )e = (Y, implying that l- 
P mm = /3’(Z - PI,)-‘CT. The required form now follows. 
This result, without the particular representation of the form (3.19), was 
reported by Rohde [ 181 as being provided by a personal communication from 
J. Hearon. (An expression for the group inverse of Z - P with P so partitioned 
has been given by Campbell and Meyer [3].) n 
3.4 Generalized Inverses of Q 
If Q = [qii] is the infinitesimal generator of the continuous time Markov 
chain and P is the transition matrix of the imbedded discrete time Markov 
chain, then from the Equations (2.15) it is easy to see that 
Q= -A-'(Z- P). (3.20) 
If P is irreducible, we have that Z - P has rank M - 1 and that P has a 
simple unit eigenvalue. The equivalence of these two statements follows 
because P is stochastic (Marcus and Mint [II, p. 1331). However, even though 
Q is not stochastic, we can establish analogous results. 
LEMMA 3.4. Zf P i.s irreducible, then for Q given by (3.20), 
(a) Q has rank m - 1, 
(b) Q has a simple zero eigenvalue. 
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Proof. Since Z - P has rank m - 1 and Q is derived from I - P by a 
nonsingular transformation, Q also has rank m - 1. 
Since det(Q) = 0, it is easy to see that Q has at least one zero eigenvalue, 
but to establish the simplicity of this eigenvalue requires more care. We make 
use of the result that zero is a simple eigenvalue of Q if and only if det(Q) = 0 
and tr(adjQ) # 0 (cf. Mirsky [14, p. 2181). 
Now from Equation (3.20), 
adjQ=adj(Z-P)adj(-A-‘) 
=ked(-l)“-’ 
i i 
fi A, A, 
i=l 
where, from the proof of Theorem 3.3, k # 0, and from the specifications in 
Section 2.3, lly=ihi # 0 with A = diag(l/A,, l/h,,.. ., l/h,). Thus 
adj Q = cesr’R with c#O, (3.21) 
implying 
tr(adj Q) = csr’he = c $ 5 # 0. 
i=r Ai 
n 
Armed with these observations, we can now generalize Theorem 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let Q be the infinitesimal generator of a continuous time 
Markov chain with irreducible imbedded discrete time jump chain. Let U’ and 
t be vectors such that de # 0 and v’t # 0. Then 
(a) Q + tu’ is non-singular, 
(b) (Q + tu’)- ’ is a g-inverse of Q. 
Proof. (a): Following the proof of Theorem 3.3(a), we have that 
det(Q+tu’)=u’adj(Q)t=c(u’e)(+At) 
= c(?r’p)(u’e)(v’t) # 0, 
using (3.21) and (2.13). 
(b): With minor changes we can use the arguments given in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3(b). If Z - P is replaced by Q and 71’ by v’ ( = ~‘A/II’~), so that 
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u’Q = 0’, then the same procedure gives 
and hence the required conclusion. n 
Without going into all the details, we can work through the relevant 
corollaries of Theorem 3.3 to conclude that, under the conditions of Theorem 
3.5, any g-inverse of Q has the characterization 
H= (Q +tu’)-’ +ef’+gu’. (3.22) 
The results of Theorem 3.5 and the expression (3.22) are new. To my 
knowledge the theory of generalized inverses has not previously been applied 
to infinitesimal generators of Markov processes. 
4. STATIONARY DISTRIBUTIONS 
4.1. Markov Chains in Discrete Time 
Using the theory of generalized inverses, we can now obtain a general 
expression for the stationary probability vector 11’. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let p be the transition matrix of a finite irreducible 
Markov chain. Zf (I - P)- is any g-inverse of Z - P and if A s Z(Z - P)(Z - 
P)-, then 
v’A w’= - 
v’Ae ’ (4.1) 
where v’ is any vector such that v’Ae # 0. 
Proof. Observe that Equation (2.2), ~r'(l - P) = 0’, has the form XB = C 
where X=w’, B=Z-P, C=O’. U sing Corollary 3.1.2 we see that the 
consistency conditions are obviously satisfied and that Equation (3.5) implies 
that the general solution is given by 
where z’ must be chosen so that s’e = 1 = z’Ae. 
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Let v’ be any vector such that v’Ae # 0, and take z’ = v’/v’Ae ( # 0’). 
Then, for such a choice, sr’ = v’A /v’Ae and sr ‘e = 1. n 
There are a variety of ways that Theorem 4.1 can possibly be used. Firstly, 
suppose we are given a computer subroutine for generating g-inverses. Can 
we use this package? In order that we can use Equation (4.1) we have to be 
sure that we can in fact find a suitable v’. The following corollary establishes 
the required verification providing us with an affirmative answer to the query. 
COROLLARY 4.1.1. Under the conditions of the theorem, if (I - P)- is 
any g-inverse of I - P, then Ae # 0 and thus we can always find a v’ such 
that v’Ae # 0. 
Proof. Since any g-inverse of I - P can be characterized by the form 
given by Equation (3.19), we see that 
A=Z-(I-P)[(Z-P+tu’)-‘+ef’+gn’] 
= ‘-(I- P&r’, 
a’t 
using Equation (3.14). 
Thus, since +e = 1, Ae = t/v/t - (I - P)g. Now suppose that Ae = 0. This 
then implies that 
&=(I-Pk, 
so that 1 = Ir’t/lr’t = w’( I - P)g = 0, a contradiction, and thus Ae # 0. n 
Another way to use Theorem 4.1 is to take a particular form of g-inverse of 
Z - P that does not directly involve knowledge of Q and use such a g-inverse 
in the procedure described by Equation (4.1). 
COROLLARY 4.1.2. Zf we take 
(Z--P)- =(Z-P+tu’)-l+ef’, 
where f is arbitray and t and u’ are such that q’t # 0 and u’e # 0, then 
Q’= u’[Z-P+tu’]-’ 
u’[Z - P +tu’]-‘e ’ 
(4.2) 
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Proof With (I - P)- so chosen, 
A=Z-(I-P){(Z-P+tu’)-‘+ef’) 
=tu’(z-P+tutu’)-l, using Equation (3.12). 
Substitution in Equation (4.1) yields 
.$T 
“‘tu’(Z - P +tup 
v’tu’(Z-P+$tu’)-le’ 
Equation (4.2) now follows by dividing the numerator and denominator by v’t 
(since we can obviously find a v’ so that v’t # 0). Note also that by Equation 
(3.13) the denominator u’( Z - P + tu’)- ‘e is nonzero. n 
Equation (4.2) gives a very general procedure for finding v’. There is 
ample flexibility in choosing t’ such that ~‘t # 0 without directly involving 
prior knowledge of V. For example, t may be taken as any nonnegative, 
nonzero vector. Further studies need to be carried out to determine efficient 
choices of t and u to simplify the computation. 
The generality of the procedure outlined in Theorem 4.1 is such that 
many explicit methods for finding stationary distributions of finite irreducible 
Markov chains can be expressed in this framework. We show how some of the 
better-known techniques can be deduced from this theorem. 
COROLLARY 4.1.3. Let P be the transition matrix of a finite m-state 
irreducible Markov chain. 
(a) For any u such that u’e # 0, 
57’=u’[Z-P+eu’]-‘. (4.3) 
(b) Let (I - P) ~ be a generalized inverse of Z - P such that e’[ Z -(I - 
P)(Z-P)-]e#O; then 
,_ e’[Z-(I-P)(Z-P)-] 
‘IT -e’[Z-(I-P)(Z-P)-]e’ 
(4.4) 
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(c) Let Di be the determinant of the matrix formed by removing the jth 
row and ith column firm I - P; then 
?r,x e’[adj(I - P)ld 
tr(adj( I- P)) 
=-+D,, D, ,..., D,,). 
2 0, 
(4.5) 
i=l 
(d), The matrix (I - P)i = I- P + tie;, where ei is the i th elementary 
vector and t i = e - (I - P)ei, which can be formed from I - P by replacing its 
i th column with e, is rwnsinguhr; its inverse is a g-inverse of I - P and 
T’=ei[(l- P)j]-l (j= 1,2 ,..., m). (4.6) 
P 
P = p” p”., 
[ 1 
then 
(PV-PlJ’J) 
7r’= (p’(Z- P,,)-‘,l)e’ 
(4.7) 
Proof. (a): In Equation (4.2) take t = e, and (4.3) follows by observing 
that u’( I- P + eu’)-‘e = 1, which can be established from Equation (3.13) by 
postmultiplying by t = e. This particular result, with a direct proof, was given 
earlier by Paige, Styan, and Wachter [16]. (See also Kemeny [9].) 
(b): This follows immediately from Equation (4.1) with v = e. [Decell and 
Odell [5] derived this result under the additional assumption that (I - P)( 7 - 
P)- should be symmetric. This rather severe restriction establishes the 
nonzero nature of k = e’Ae. Since if cx = Ae then (Y’= e’A, it follows upon 
simplification that (~‘a. = k. Now (Y’(Y > 0 iff (Y # 0, so that k = 0 only if (Y = 0; 
but this would imply that e =(I - P)(I - P)-e and hence that a’e = n’(Z - 
P)( I -- P)-e = 0, a contradiction.] 
(c): From Equation (4.2) 
u’adj(Z - P +tu’) 
II’=u’adj(I-P+tu’)e’ 
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By continuity arguments we would expect, as t approaches 0, 
u’adj(Z - P) 
P)=u’adj(Z-P)e’ 
A formal proof of this result can be established from Theorem 4.1 by taking 
v’=u’adj(Z-P),sinceforany(Z-P)-,v’A=v’. 
Although Equation (4.5) will follow by taking a general u [in which case 
the numerator and denominator of Equation (4.5) will be multiplied by u’e], 
for convenience we take u’ = e;. Now from the proof of Theorem 3.3 we have 
that adj(Z-P)=kII=[krf], h w ere k=tr(adj(Z-P))#O. Also adj(Z-P) 
= [aii], where aii is the cofactor of the (i, j)th element of Z - P. Thus 
aii = krj = aii= Di. Consequently, 
e;[adj(Z-P)] =(~Y~~,~~~,...,(~,~)=((Y~~,(Y~~,...,(Y,,) 
=e’[adj(Z-P)]d=(D1,D2 ,..., D,), 
and 
e;[adj(Z-P)]e= : aii=tr(adj(Z-P)) 
j=l 
= 5 ZIi (=ki ,=,+oj, 
i=l j=l 
and Equation (4.5) follows. 
This representation of sr’ in terms of 0, was originally due to Mihoc (cf. 
Frechet [7], Hunter [B]). 
(d): The elements of the fth column of a matrix can be reduced to zero by 
postmultiplication by I -eiei, and thus 
(Z-P)i=(Z-P)(Z-eeie~)+ee~ 
= Z-P + tie;. 
Observe that ?r’ti = sr’e = 1 and that eye = 1, which, from Theorem 3.3, 
establishes the nonsingularity and g-inverse properties of (I - P)i. Equation 
(4.6) follows from Equation (4.2) upon noting that Equation (3.13) implies 
e;[Z-P+(Pei-ei+e)ej]-le= "e =I. 
d(Pei-ei+e) 
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This particular procedure was also suggested by Paige, Styan, and Wachter 
WY. 
(e): With (I - P)- as given by Corollary 3.3.3(f), 
A=Z-(I-P)(Z-P)- = ’ 
0 
P’(Z-Pi,)_’ 1 1 ’ 
Thus using Equation (4.1) with v = e, we obtain 
&g= (P’U-PllYJ) 
e’Ae (P’(Z-Prr)-r,l)e’ 
This result was reported by Rohde [18]. An alternative proof of this result via 
the group inverse (I - P)” is given by Meyer [12]. 
An alternative derivation can also be given by using Equation (4.6) with 
i = m, since with P so partitioned 
and [cf. proof of Corollary 3.3.3(f)], 
= (Z-P,,)-‘-A(Z-P,,)-‘e~‘(Z-P1l)-l 
I 
-A(Z-P,,)-‘e 
Ap’(Z - P,,)-’ 1 A ’ 
where A = [l + p’(Z - P,l)p’e]p’. Equation (4.7) now follows from Equation 
(4.6). This technique was used by Meyer [13] and also by Snell[19]. n 
If (4.2) is used as the basis for a procedure to determine sr’, then there is 
still considerable flexibility in the choice of u’ and t. Paige, Styan, and 
Wachter [16] carried out an error analysis and computational comparison 
between a variety of algorithms that included the techniques specified by 
Equations (4.3), (4.4), and (4.6) together with rank reduction, limits of matrix 
powers, and least squares procedures. Their study concluded with a recom- 
mendation for the method given by Equation (4.3) with u’ = e;P (i = m for 
convenience) using Gaussian elimination with pivoting to solve the equation 
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sr’(Z - P + eu’) = u’. This procedure gave the fastest computing times and the 
smallest average residual errors. 
4.2. Semi-Markov Processes 
From Equation (2.13) we see that, under certain conditions, the limiting 
distribution of a semi-Markov process can be expressed in terms of w’, the 
stationary probability vector of the underlying Markov chain. Obviously we 
can use any of the techniques of Theorem 4.1 and its corollaries to find ?r’ and 
then compute v’. However, are there any procedures that will give us some 
simple structure to the algorithm? The following theorem addresses itself to 
these equations. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let {(X,, T,)} b e an aperiodic finite Markov renewal 
process with the Markov chain {X,} having an irreducible transition matrix 
P. Let {pi} be the mean hokting times in the states with A = 
diag(p.,,p2,..., p,,,) and p = Ae. Let v’= (v,, vz,. . . , v,,,) be the vector of 
limiting probabilities for the minimal semi-Markov process. Then for any t 
and u such that u’e # 0, a’t # 0, 
v’= u’[Z-p+tuq-‘A 
uqz- P+tu’]-ly . 
(4.8) 
In particular, 
(4.9) 
Proof. Equation (4.8) follows from Equations (2.13) and (4.2), with 
cancellation from numerator and denominator by u’[Z + P + tu’] -le. 
Equation (4.9) now follows by taking advantage of Equation (3.13) with 
t = ZJ and the fact that +t = W’P # 0. n 
Observe that [I - P - pu’]-1 is a g-inverse of Z - P which reduces to 
[I - P + eu’] - ’ when the Markov renewal process degenerates to a Markov 
chain *th ZJ = e. Thus Equation (4.9) is the Analog of Equation (4.3) in this 
more general context. 
Note also that there is a one to one correspondence between v’ and T’, so 
that in any application knowledge of either suffices. It is easily seen that 
Ir 'A v’= - is equivalent to 
/A-’ 
Ir’Ae 
Q’ = ~ 
v’A_ ‘e * 
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This also implies that the condition w’t # 0 is equivalent to v’A1 t # 0. 
There is, of course, plenty of flexibility in the choice of t. 
4.3. Markov Chains in Continuous Time 
Since Markov chains in continuous time are special semi-Markov processes, 
we can use the results of the previous section with A = - Qdl and Z.L =
- Q;le. Furthermore, instead of expressing our algorithm in terms of P, the 
transition matrix of the imbedded jump chain, we can give alternative 
expressions using Q, the infinitesimal generator of the process. This leads 
immediately to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let t and u be vectors with de # 0 and v’Qdt # 0. Then 
the stationary probability vector v’ for the Markov chain in continuous time 
with imbedded jump chain transition matrix P can be expressed by 
v’ = u’[Z - P +tu’]-‘Q;’ 
“‘[Z-P +tu’]-lQ;le 
(4.10) 
In particular, 
v’= d[Z - P + QL’eu’]-‘Q,‘. (4.11) 
Alternatively, v’ can be expressed in terms of the infinitesimal generator 
as 
(4.12) 
provided u’e # 0 and v’t # 0. In particular, 
(4.13) 
Proof. Equations (4.10) and (4.11) follow from Equations (4.8) and (4.9) 
after substitution for A and ~1 and replacing both t and u by - t and -u 
respectively. 
Equations (4.12) and (4.13) now follow from Equations (4.10) and (4.11) 
with Z - P = Qi’Q and t replaced by Qdl t. n 
An interesting observation is that Equations (4.12) and (4.13) can also be 
obtained directly by solving the equations v’Q = 0 subject to v’e = 1, using 
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the g-inverse approach to solving systems of linear equations as outlined in 
Section 4.1, but using the g-inverse of Q as found in Section 3.4. 
Although we shall not restate the equivalent theorems in this section, 
every result derived in Section 4.1 follows for Markov chains in continuous 
time but with Z - P replaced by Q and Q’ replaced by v’. This, of course, is a 
direct consequence of the characterization of g-inverses for Q as given by 
Equation (3.20). 
5. MEAN FIRST PASSAGE TIME MATRICES 
5.1. Markov Chains in Discrete Time 
Let M = [pii] be the mean first passage matrix for a Markov chain with 
irreducible transition matrix P and stationary probability vector sr’. Let 
ll = elr’. Then from Equation (2.4) 
(z-p)M=E-PM,, 
where, from Equation (2.5), M, = ( IId)-l. 
Observe that Equation (2.4) is of the form AX = C, where A = Z - P, 
X = M, and C = E - P(II,)-‘. The general procedure for solving this system 
of linear equations is given by Corollary 3.1.1, and by taking a general form 
for the g-inverse of Z - P we are led to the following result. 
THEOREM 5.1. Zf G is any g-inverse of I - P, then 
M=[GII-E(GII),+Z-G+EG,]D, 
where D = (III,)-‘. 
(5.1) 
Proof. By Equation (3.4) the general solution to Equation (2.4) is given 
by 
M=G(E-PD)+{z-G(Z-p)}U, (5.2) 
where U is an arbitrary matrix, provided the consistency condition 
[z-(z-P)G](E-PD)=O, 
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is satisfied. With G taken in the general form as given by Equation (3.19)-i.e., 
for suitable t, u, f, and g 
G= [I-P+tutu’]-l+ef’+gd 
-we have, using Equation (3.14), that 
[I-(I-P)G](E-PD)=[&-(I-P)g]w’[ee’-PD] 
= -&-(Z-P)g][e'-dD] 
[ 
Z 0 since T’D = e’, 
showing that the Equations (2.4) are in fact consistent. Now, using Equation 
(3.1% 
[I-G(Z-P)]U= r u’ elz-F(Z-P) U, 
1 
E eh’U = eb’, say. 
Thus Equation (5.2) can be written as 
M=G(E-PD)+eb’. (5.3) 
Observe that the m2 arbitrary elements of U have been reduced to only m, 
the elements of b’. These can be determined explicitly due to the restriction 
that M, = (II,)-‘. Suppose b’ = (b,, b,, . . . , b,), and let B = 
diag(b,, b,,..., b,,,). From Equation (5.3) forming the matrices of diagonal 
elements gives 
implying that 
B=[Z-(GII),+(GP),]D. (5.4) 
Since eb’= EB and E = II D, substitution of Equation (5.4) into Equation 
(5.3) yields 
M = [GII - E(GII), - GP + E(GP), + E] D. (5.5) 
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Further simplification of Equation (5.5) is possible, since we have shown 
above that 
and thus 
Z - G + GP = eh’, 
Hence 
E(Z - G + GP), = ee’(eh’), = eh’. 
E-EG,+E(GP),=Z-G+GP, 
implying that E + E(GP), - GP = Z - G + EC,,. Substitution into Equation 
(5.5) gives the required result, Equation (5.1) n 
Theorem 5.1 presents a new result. It has the same desirable property 
alluded to earlier, following Theorem 4.1, namely that any computer package 
that generates g-inverses can be used to determine means of the first passage 
time distributions. 
Because we have used an arbitrary g-inverse of Z-P in developing 
Theorem 5.1, we have considerable flexibility in making our choice. Firstly, 
the form of the solution for M given by Equation (5.1) does not depend on the 
choice of f and g. 
COROLLARY 51.1. ZfG = G, +ef’+g~‘, where 
then 
G,=[Z-P+tu’]-’ (7r’t#O, u’e#O), 
M=[G,~-E(G,II),+Z-Go+E(G,),,]D, 
where D = (H,)-‘. 
Proof. Let G = G, + H, where H = ef’+ ga’. Then 
and 
HIT = (f’e)lI +glr’= (f’e)lI + H -ef’, 
E( HrI), = (f’e)EII, -t EHd - E(ef’), = (f’e)II + EH, -ef’. 
(5.6) 
Consequently HII - E( HII), = H - EH, and the result follows by substitu- 
tion in Equation (5.1). n 
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The advantage of Equation (5.6) is that any computation with a more 
general g-inverse is effectively the same as that performed by taking a 
g-inverse of the form G, = [I - P + tu’] ~ ‘. 
However, by placing some additional restrictions on the form of the 
g-inverse we can simplify the form of the expression for M. 
COROLLARY 5.1.2. 
(a) ZfG=[Z-P+eu’]pl+ef’ then 
M= [I-G+EG,]D. 
(b) ZfG = [I - P +eu’]-’ +ef’+gd then 
where G, = [I - P +eu’]-’ and D=(II,)-’ 
Proof (a): With G as specified, 
GLI= [Z-P+eu’]p’en’+ef’esr’, 
= s + (f'e)ew' [using Equation (3.15)] 
=pII, where p = -I- + f'e. de 
Thus E(GII), = j3EIld = PII = GII, and the result follows from Equation 
(5.1). 
(b): With G as specified, part (a) with f = 0 implies that E(G,II), = G,, 
and the result follows from Equation (5.2). n 
Special cases of Corollary 5.1.2 have appeared in the literature. In 
particular, when f’ = 0’ and u’= v’, Equation (5.7) becomes 
M= [I-Z+EZ,]D, 
where Z = [I - P + II-‘, the fundamental matrix of the irreducible Markov 
chain, as obtained by Kemeny and Snell [lo]. 
Similarly, when f' = - Q’ and u’= Q’, Equation (5.7) becomes 
M= [I-T+EET,]D, 
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where T = [I - P - II-’ - II, the group inverse of Z - P, as obtained by 
Meyer [ 121. 
Kemeny [9] also derived (5.7) for the case u’e = 1 and f = 0. 
There are some computational considerations that need to be taken into 
account. Both Z and T effectively require the prior determination of v’, which 
can be effected by the use of some generalized inverse of I - P. Why not use 
the same g-inverse in one of the forms (5.1) (5.7) or (5.8)? In the corollary 
that follows we make use of some of the g-inverses used in establishing 
Corollary 4.1.3. 
COROLLARY 5.1.3. 
(a) ZfG=[Z-P+eu’]-‘then 
M= [Z-G+EGd][eu’G)d]-l. (5.9) 
(b) ZfG = [(Z-P)/]-‘= [gi] then 
M= [I-G+EG,]D+(eje’-ee;), (5.10) 
where D = diag(l/gjl, l/giz,. . . , l/gj,). 
(c) If 
a=(Z-P,,)-'e, b’=fY(Z-Z’J1, A == l+b’e, 
then 
M= (ab’-E(ab’),+X(I-(Z-P,,)-‘+E[(Z-P,,)~’],))[(eb’)~]-’ 
I 
a 
(~e’[(Z-P~,)-‘]d-e~(ab~)d)[(eb’)d]~l I A’ 
(5.11) 
Proof (a): Equation (4.3) gives m’= u’G, and the result follows from 
Equation (5.8) by noting that II, = (e?T’)d = (eu’G),. 
(b): From Corollary 4.1.3 we see that G=[Z-P+tiei]-‘, where ti=e 
-(I - P)ei. Furthermore, from Equation (4.6), T’= e;G =(gil, gjz,. . . ,gi,), 
so that the expression for D follows. 
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Since a’t i # 0, we use the general expression for M as given by Equation 
(5.1). First observe, however, that G-‘ei = (I - P + t ie,l)ej = (I - P)ei + e - 
(I- P)ei=e, so that Ge=ei and hence that GII=Ge(rr’=ei,‘. Conse- 
quently, 
[GII - E(GII),] D = [eim’-ee’(eid)d] D, 
= eiw’D -ee’eiei, 
= eje’-ee;, 
and Equation (5.10) follows from Equation (5.1). 
(c): If, in Equation (5.1), we take 
o 
1 0 ’ 
and w’= (l/X)(b’,l) as given by Equation (4.7), and we carry out the 
requisite substitution, (5.11) is obtained. H 
The procedure suggested by Equation (5.9) has the advantage of simplic- 
ity, but it does involve the inversion of an m X m matrix, whereas the 
procedures suggested by Equations (5.10) and (5.11) require the computation 
of an (m - 1) X (m - 1) matrix inverse. The expression given by Equation 
(5.10) has appeared in the literature for the case j = m (Meyer [13]). 
5.2. Semi-Markov Processes 
In Section 2.2 we saw that M, the matrix of mean first passage times in a 
semi-Markov process, satisfies Equation (2.10), i.e., 
(z-P)M=P(l)E-PD, 
where Z’(l) = [pii] and D = M,. Th is is a generalization of the relevant 
Markov chain result and can be solved in an analogous manner. 
THEOREM 5.2. Zf G is any g-inverse of Z - P, then 
M= ~GP(l)~-~E(GP(l)II),+~-~+~~, D, 1 (5.12) 1 1 
where hl=lr’~, p=P(‘)e, n=ep’, D=X,(nd)-l. 
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Proof. First note that premultiphcation of Equation (2.10) by rr’ yields 
?r’P@)E = dZ3, and further g’P(l)E = dpe’= Ale’. Now if we follow through 
the proof of Theorem 5.1, the consistency conditions are seen to be satisfied: 
The general solution is then given by 
M=G(P”)E-PD)+[Z-G(l-P)]U, 
= G( P(“E - PD) +eb’, (5.13) 
using Equation (5.3). Replacing eb’ by EB, as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, 
and taking diagonal elements of Equation (5.13) yields 
D=(GP@)E),-(GP),D+B. (5.14) 
Since GP”)E = (l/X,)GP”)elr’D =(l/X,)GP(‘)HD, substitution of the ex- 
pression for B obtained from Equation (5.14) into Equation (5.13) yields 
iv= ~Gp~l’II-~E(~p~l~~),-~~+~(~~),+~ D. 
1 1 I 
Further simplification, as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, yields the stated 
expression. n 
An immediate observation is that if P(l) = P and hence p = e and A i = 1, 
as is the case for a discrete time Markov chain, Equation (5.12) becomes 
Equation (5.1). 
Theorem 5.2 presents a new result. A special case when G = 2 = [Z - P 
+ II]-’ appears in Hunter [8]. 
As was the case in Section 5.1, it is of interest to know whether any 
simplification of (5.12) occurs when G has some additional structure. 
COROLLARY 5.2.1. Zf G = [I - P + pu’]-’ +ef’ (with u’e # O), then 
M= [I-G+EG,]D. (5.15) 
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Proof. First note that G is a g-inverse of I - P, since m’p = A, # 0. Then 
GP”‘II=G~T’= [I-P+ll~‘]~l~~~+ef~~~, 
=[&+ff,]rI [using Equation (3.17)] 
=j3H, say. 
Thence E(GP(‘)II), = GP@)II, as in the proof of Corollary 5.1.2. H 
An interesting observation is that this same form of g-inverse for I - P, 
with f’ = 0’, appeared in Theorem 4.2 when the limiting distribution of the 
semi-Markov process was considered. Further simplification occurs for D in 
this case, and all properties of interest appear in a simple form. 
COROLLARY 5.2.2. Let G = [I - P + ~LI’]-~ (with u’e # 0). Then 
A, = (u’Ge)-‘, ST’= A,u’G, v’= u’G(eu’),!, 
and 
M= [Z-G+EG,][eu’G)d]-l. (5.16) 
Proof. Since w’= u’G/u’Ge [Equation (4.2)] and u’Gp = 1 [Equation 
(3.17)], the results follow easily. n 
The techniques used in this section can be extended to obtain expressions 
for MC’) = [rn!:)] for r 2 1. This problem was examined by Hunter [8], and 
explicit expressions were obtained for ML’) and MC’) in terms of Z, the 
fundamental matrix. Actually the methods used in the aformentioned paper 
extend naturally to give the following result for Mi2). The proof follows as for 
Theorem 2.17 (Hunter [8]) but with Z replaced by G. 
THEOREM 5.3. If G is any g-inverse of Z - P then 
+(“P’“GP’“H), -(GP(‘)H), 
1 
-(IIP@)G), + h,G, (5.17) 
where A, = Ir’P(‘)e = ~r’p and A, = v’Pc2)e = ~‘p@). 
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Simplification of (5.17) can be effected by taking special forms for G. 
Firstly we use the form considered in Corollary 5.2.1. 
COROLLARY 5.3.1. Zf G = [I - P + pu’] ~’ + ef’ (with u’e # 0), then 
M$z~=+[2{h,G,-(IIP(1)G),}D+h,Z]D. 
1 
(5.18) 
Proof. From the proof of Corollary 5.2.1, GP(‘)II =pII, so that 
IIp(‘)Gp(‘)II = P edP@)ed= /3A,II. Consequently the first two terms of 
(5.17) cancel. H 
Further simplification can be effected by taking a specific choice of u. 
COROLLARY 5.3.2. Zf G = [I - P + pdP(‘)]-’ then 
Mi2)= 
As-2 
2GdD+hZ D. 
1 I 
(5.19) 
Proof. With G so chosen, observe that from Equation (3.13) 
IIP(‘)G=ea’P(‘,[Z-P+pr’p(l)]-‘=~=, 
1 
and Equation (5.19) follows from Equation (5.18) upon noting II,D = X,Z. H 
The g-inverse of Z - P used in Corollary 5.3.2 has not appeared in the 
literature before. It appears to have an interpretation as the “fundamental 
matrix of Markov renewal process,” since it is a generalization of Kemeny and 
Snell’s 2 matrix. When the process degenerates to a Markov chain P(l) = P, 
we have Z.L = e and thus pdP (l) = em’, and G becomes Z. Also in this case 
Pc2) = P, pc2) = e, A, = A, = 1, and Equation (5.19) becomes 
Mi2)= [2Z,D-110, 
as obtained for Markov chains by Kemeny and Snell [lo]. 
5.3. Markov Chains in Continuous Time 
In this case ZA = - QT1e and the g-inverse of I - P used in Corollary 5.2.2 
becomes [I - P - Qi ‘eu’] - ‘. If we replace u’ by - u’, we can take a 
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g-inverse of I - P as 
G=[Z-P+Q;‘eu’]-‘= [Q+eu’]-lQd, 
using Equation (2.15). However, [Q +eu’]-’ is a g-inverse of the infinitesimal 
generator Q which we used in Theorem 4.3 to obtain simple results for Y’. In 
this case we can express M in terms of properties of Q. 
THEOREM 5.4. Zf H = [Q + eu’] ~ ‘( with u’e # 0), then 
and 
M=[H-EH,f-Q;l][(eu’H),l]-l, 
v’= u’H, A, = - (v’Qde)-‘, a’= - X1v’Q,/. 
(5.20) 
Proof. From Corollary 5.2.1, since G = HQd, 
M=[I-HQ,+-H,Q,IR 
= [Q;’ - H + EH,,]Q,D. (5.21) 
Now, from Equation (4.13), v’ = u’H. This then implies that, since A = - Qd ‘, 
V’R-’ 
Q’E ~ = V'Qd 
v’K’e V'Q8 
Also, since ~1 = Ae, 
hl = + = v’A-% = v’e = 1 
- v'Qd e - v’Q,ie - v'Q,!e ’ 
Consequently, T’= - XIv’Qd. Furthermore 
fld = - hl(ev’)dQd= - hl(eu’H)dQ,, 
and thus 
QdD=XIQd(IIId)-l= -(eu’H),l, 
and Equation (5.20) follows from Equations (5.21) and (5.22). 
(5.22) 
a 
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6. MOMENTS OF THE OCCUPATION TIME RANDOM VARIABLES 
6.1. Markov Chains in Discrete Time 
In Section 2.1 we saw that the behavior of the expectations of the random 
variables M!,!‘) and N$“) was intimately connected with sums of powers of the 
transition matrix. The following theorem shows that we can use g-inverses to 
obtain expressions for such sums. 
THEOREM 6.1. Zf G is any g-inverse of I - P where P is an irreducible 
transition ,matrix, then 
n-1 
2 P’= 
nII +(I - II)G(Z - P”), 
r=O nil +(I - P”)G(Z - KI). 
(6.1) 
Proof. Let A,, = C:zdP’. Then 
(I-P)A,=Z-PP” (6.2) 
and 
A,(Z-P)=Z-P”. (6.3) 
Equations (6.2) and (6.3) are in a suitable form for applying Corollaries 3.1.1 
and 3.1.2, respectively. Both equations are in fact consistent, and the arbitrary 
constant matrix in each solution can be eliminated using the observation that 
the A, are constrained by the relationships 
A,II = IIA, = nII. (6.4) 
With G = [I - P +tu’]-’ +ef’+g~’ it is easily seen, as in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1, that 
I-(I-P)G=[&(Z-P)g]rl-m+, (6.5) 
and 
I-G(Z-P)=e[&-f’(Z-P)] Sept. (6.6) 
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We shall consider only Equation (6.2). The procedure follows analogously for 
Equation (6.3). The consistency condition is verified by using Equation (6.5) 
while Equation (6.6) shows that the general solution is given by 
A,, = G(Z - P”)+efi’U,,, 
=G(Z-P”)+eu’,,, say. (6.7) 
Further, from Equations (6.4) and (6.7). 
nlI=lIG(Z-P”)+euk (since lIe=e). (6.8) 
Elimination of eu’,, between Equations (6.7) and (6.8) leads to the first form of 
Equation (6.1) for An. n 
If we restrict attention to regular Markov chains, then lim,, _ 3c pjr’ = rf 
for all i,i=1,2 ,..., m, and thus, in terms of matrices, lim,, _ m P” = ll. With 
this observation we obtain the following information concerning the behavior 
of z:z,‘P’ for large 12. 
COROLLARY 6.1.1. Zf G is any g-inverse of Z - P, where P is the 
transition matrix of a regular Markov chain, then 
n-1 
z P’=nn+(Z-II)G(Z-n)+o(l)E. 
r=O 
(6.9) 
COROLLARY 6.1.2. Zf G = [I - P +t~‘]~’ +ef’+gv’ (T’t # 0 and u’e # 
0), then if P is the transition matrix of a regular Markov chain, 
n-1 
2 P’=n~+(Z-II)(Z-P+tu’)~l(Z-~)+o(l)E. (6.10) 
r=O 
Proof. Equation (6.10) follows upon the required substitution and ob- 
serving that (I - II)e = 0 and s~‘( Z - Il) = 0’. n 
In terms of the expectations of the random variables Ml’:’ and N,I”‘, the 
above corollaries, in conjunction with Equation (2.7), give immediately: 
THEOREM 6.2. For regular Markov chains 
[EM!;)] =(n+l)II+(Z-n)G(Z-n)+o(l)E (6.11) 
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[EA$~)] =(n+l)n-z+(z-n)G(~-n)+~(i)~. (6.12) 
Although the general expressions of Theorem 6.2 are new, if G is replaced 
by Z, the fundamental matrix, we obtain the results of Kemeny and Snell [lo] 
while if G is replaced by A#, the group inverse of Z - P, we obtain the results 
of Meyer [12], as provided by the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 6.2.1. For a regular Markov chain, 
nn + 2 + o(l)E, 
(n + 1)II + A#+ o(l)E. 
(6.13) 
Actually Theorem 6.2 provides motivation for a much stronger result. 
THEOREM 6.3. For any g-inverse G of a regular Markov chain with 
transition matrix P and limit matrix II, (I - II)G(Z - n) is invariant and 
assumes the value A*, the group inverse of Z - P. 
Proof. Let (I - lI)G(Z - lI) E B. Using the characterization given by 
Equation (3.19) and the properties given by Equations (3.14) and (3.18), it is 
easily verified that (I - P)B(Z - P)=Z -P, B(Z - P)B= B, and (I - P)B 
= B(Z - P). The result follows from Definition 3.3 and the uniqueness of the 
group inverse. H 
Theorem 6.3 gives a simple procedure for finding the group inverse of 
Z - P, an observation previously noted by Meyer [12, p. 4591. 
6.2. Markov Renewal Processes 
In Section 2.2 an asymptotic form for the Markov renewal kernel M(t) 
was given by Equation (2.12), i.e., 
By utilizing the results of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 and their corollaries, we are 
able to obtain an expression for M(t) in terms of g-inverses of I - P, where P 
is the transition matrix of the imbedded irreducible Markov chain. 
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THEOREM 6.4. Zf G is any g-inverse of Z - P, then 
where A, = Ir’P(“e, A, = Tr’Pc2)e. 
Proof. As for the proof of Theorem 3.3 of Hunter [8], but with 2 
replaced by G. n 
Equation (6.14) is identical in form to that obtained earlier with the 
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- Z + o(l)E, 
(6.14) 
special g-inverse 2, the fundamental matrix of the imbedded Markov chain. 
However, the generality of Theorem 6.4 enables us to use special forms of G 
to obtain simpler structural results. 
COROLLARY 6.4.1. 
(a) Zf G = [I - P + pu’lpl (with u’e # 0), then 
M(t)=++++[Z-+P”‘lC-r+o(l)E. 
(b) Zf G = [I - P +tdP(‘)lp’ (with t # 0), then 
(c) Zf G = [I - P + ~Q’P(‘)]-’ then 
M(t)=++ 
(X2 -on 
A2 
+ G - Z + o(l)E. 
1 1 
(6.15) 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
Proof. If G = [I - P +tdpl, then if t = p = P”‘e, Equation (3.17) im- 
plies GP(“e = e/u’e, while if u’= ?r’P”‘, Equation (3.13) implies T’P(‘)G = 
v’/a’t. With the appropriate substitution for t and p in Equation (6.14), the 
stated results are obtained following simplification. n 
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The expressions given in Theorem 6.4 and its corollaries are new. Compu- 
tationally Equation (6.14) offers much more flexibility than previously thought 
possible, whereas Equation (6.17) offers a structurally simple result. 
Observe that when the process degenerates to a Markov chain, hi = X, = 1, 
&P(i) = esr’, and Equation (6.17) reduces immediately to the form 
M(n) = [EN,:“‘] = nH + 2 - I + o(l)E, (6.18) 
which follows, alternatively, from Equations (2.7) and (6.13). 
We have not examined expressions for the higher moments of Markov 
renewal counting processes. A discussion concerning the computation of 
variances is given in Hunter [8]. 
6.3. Markov Chains in Continuous Time 
In this case the results of Theorem 6.4 and its corollary apply, with 
P(l) = - QTIP and P@) = 2(Qi1)‘P implying that X, = - a’Q;‘e = 
-(v’Qde)-’ and X, = 2?r’(Qyr)‘e= -2Xiv’Qi’e. Consequently we can 
derive expressions for M(t) involving the stationary probability vector v’ and 
generalized inverses of Q for irreducible Markov chains in continuous time. 
THEOREM 6.5. Zf H is any g-inverse of Q, then 
M(t)= -tLQd+27LQd+[Z-LP]H[Z-L]Qd-Z+o(l)E,(6.19) 
where L = ev’ and r = v’Q;‘e. 
Proof. If H is any g-inverse of Q, then, using Equation (3.20) and the 
observations that Z - P = QT ‘Q and += - hiv’Qd, it is easily seen that 
H = GQ;’ where G is a g-inverse of Z - P. With L = ev’ it is easily seen that 
II = - A,LQ,, PL = L, and thus Equation (6.19) follows from Equation 
(6.14). n 
Analogous results for the special cases of Corollary 6.4.1 can be examined 
by taking H as (Q +tv’P)-‘, (Q +eu’)-‘, and (Q + LP)-l. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In a paper examined the role of group generalized inverses in the theory 
of finite Markov chains, Meyer [12] stated that the “correct” generalized 
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inverse to use is the group generalized inverse. He also claimed that the 
Moore-Penrose inverse and all other g-inverses that satisfy a subset of the 
Penrose conditions of Definition 3.2 are the wrong types, since they are 
“forced’ into the theory because of their ability to produce solutions of 
consistent systems of linear equations. However, as we have exposed in this 
paper, by taking the class of all g-inverses as our starting point we are able to 
present a unified approach to a large class of different but related problems 
for a wide variety of Markovian and semi-Markovian models. 
While it is true, as Campbell and Meyer claim [12], that some types of 
g-inverses lead to cumbersome expressions that provide no practical or 
computational advantage, it may be disputed that the group inverse is the 
natural g-inverse to use in every situation. The group inverse does have 
advantages when one is interested in classifying states of Markov chains (see 
[3] and [12]) and can, as we have seen in Theorem 6.3, be easily deduced 
from any g-inverse when the underlying Markov chain is regular. In fact, if 
the g-inverse of I - P is derived using a simple procedure, then Theorem 6.3 
could well provide an efficient numerical derivation of (I - P)#. 
For Markov renewal and semi-Markovian applications, one g-inverse stands 
out: the matrix [I - P + pn’P(‘)]-‘, as presented for the first time in 
Corollary 5.3.2 and later in Corollary 6.3.1(c). As we saw, this matrix is a 
generalization of the fundamental matrix of irreducible Markov chains as first 
presented by Kemeny and Snell [lo]. 
The observations that any g-inverse can be used to examine the wide 
variety of problems presented in this paper is a compelling reason that 
g-inverses have an important role to play in the general area of Markovian and 
semi-Markovian processes. With a wide variety of computer subroutines 
available for determining g-inverses, many included in standard statistical 
packages, the applied probabilist now has a large arsenal of techniques 
available for some of the computational aspects of this study. 
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